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These are just guidelines, feel free to paint/decorate however you choose.
For smaller pieces, place a strip of tape sticky side up on your table, place the smaller piece on
it, this will hold them down while you paint. 
Some areas may require 2-3 coats, let dry completely before applying additional coats. After
painting, some pieces may have tiny fibers that swell and cause a rough texture, use a fine grit
sand paper and very lightly sand smooth.

Tips:

** Paint colors and Ribbon may vary from the example picture.

Layout all your pieces first to ensure you are papering/painting the correct side.
Paint the sign base with white (water it down to help if spread if needed). Paint right
over the scored guide marks you will still be able to see those afterwards. Once dry
light brush on grey to give it a rustic look. Paint the frame and words black. Paint the
broom and boots orange.
Once dry glue frame and all elements on base. Use the scored marks to guide you.
On one end of the twig loop the thin jute on and end then wrap around the top and
tie with a knot to secure the loop. (use a dab of glue if needed.)
Use the rafia ribbon with the sticker, remove backing and add 3" cut pieces of thin
rafia along the sticky side. Then add a dab a glue on the end of the broom stick and
wrap the rafia ribbon around carefully, then add a dab a glue to finish it. 
Add decorative patterns to the broom sticks. Use the black yarn to hand the sign.
Special: Paint the bat and skulls as desired and hang with the longer yarn.

 Instructions:

We love seeing your crafty time, process, and creations!! Share your story with us!!

Broom Parking Sign
Scissors
Water rinse cup
Table Cloth
Rag/Paper towels

What you need:Your kit contains:
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Enjoy!!

Wood Base with Frame,
Words, Broom & 4 Shoes
4 Broom Handles 
5 Paint Pots, Chip Brush, Liner
Brush & Makeup Sponge
Sanding Block 
Paint Tray
Super Glue
Jute, Rafia, Ribbon, and Yarn

4 Bats and 3 Skull Garland
Surprise!!


